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The devil, you

1

EIU's theatre department is winding up a six-performance run of The Tragical History of Doctor
Faustus by the 16th century author Christopher
Marlowe.
Faustus, of
course, tells the
· story of the
German scholar
who sold his soul
to the devil in exchange for infinite knowledge.
There are so
many different
versions of the
Marlowe play
that most schol- Lebovitz Is reviewer-at-large for the Journal
ars Consl.der 1.t a Gazette
and Times-Courier
corrupted patchwork. Not so says Elizabethan expert, A.L. Rouse,
however, who regards the 1616 quarto as "the integral
text... very close to Marlowe's own hand."
The director of the Eastern production, Jerry
Eisenhour, sides with the majority. "Most
authorities,·: he says in the program notes, "today
believe that what remains of the beginning and the end
is Marlowe's, but... the authorship of the middle of the
play is in extreme doubt."
Eisenhour, therefore, had made his own adaptation.
It's a rather tame affair for the combination of high
drama and primeval farce that it's supposed to be and
without the camp or fireworks befitting the first great
gay playwright.
It has been suggested that Faustus would have been
a perfect vehicle for the late, great Charles Ludlam,
and indeed a few years ago there was a production
with an all-male cast, down to the beauteous Helen of
J. Kenneth Barnett Ill as Lucifer with Troy Mayfield (Faustus}: No fireworks in hell. Troy, that packed them into London's West End.

say? :_~,-

The demons at Eastern writhe a little and lauglt!a
lot, but otherwise don't do much of anything.- T.Be
seven deadly sins are those self-same demons, still
writhing and laughing. (When Orson Welles and Job~
Houseman staged it in the '30s, they used puppets:)
Perhaps a bit of mime to depict the various sins woul(l
be in order here.
, 'Mephistophilis (Jennifer S. Andrews) is got up' to
look like a Wagnerian soprano, which would seem a
golden opportunity for having a bit of Margaret
Dumont-like fun with her, a Ia the Marx Brothers.
The spirit of Helen ·(Stacy Scherf), "the face that
launched a thousand ships/And burnt the topless
towers of Ilium," should be a sexy and erotic seductress, but here for some reason is prudishly concealed
in flesh-colored tights right up to the neck.
And where Faustus's eventual descent into Hell
should end the show with a bang, instead it's as if he's
taking the " down" elevator.
The actors tend to race their lines, so that they are
often unintelligible. What's the rush? The total inter·
missionless running time is an hour and 15 minutes:
There would seem to be plenty of time for some deliberate declamation, and the production's Faustus, TroY.
D. Mayfield, certainly has the voice for it, but in general he plays it Andy Hardy-style, wide-eyed and inn«>";
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C.P. Blanchette's craggy set has a dark arid'·
foreboding look, but gets in the way a bit at times. Tile
costumes are bf Donna Conrad and the lighting by <;.
S. Blady.
Eisenhour and his ensemble are to be commended.
It's not often we get to see a play by Marlowe in these
parts. The production is to be entered in the American '
College Theatre Festival. The final performances at
Eastern will be at 8 p.m. Tuesday and Wednesday in
the Fine Arts Center Theatre. Call581-3110.
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